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VTWC30
Webcam User Manual

This webcam is a product for real-time data transmission to PC via USB port. It has a high resolution and fast transmission rate, as well as being portable and in a stylish design. This webcam will enable you to join video conferences for work and let’s you stream for play.

Parameters And Features
- HD 1080p COMS color sensor
- Interface: USB 2.0 port
- Image focus: 50cm to infinity
- Manual focus
- Privacy protection
- Omni directional microphones
- Social Software Compatibility
- Multi-purpose mounting clip
- Specification of tripod screw hole: 1/4" standard screw hole

System Requirements
- PC or laptop with USB port
- Pentium 200 or higher CPU.
- Operation system:
  - Windows XP/ VISTA/ Win7/ Win8/ Win10 Linux 2.6.24 and above/ Ubuntu
  - Mac OS 10.6 and above/ Android 5.1 and above
- Over 200MB available hard disk space.
- 32MB or higher memory
- Support Direct X VGA card

1. Place Your Webcam
Place the webcam where you want it - on a computer display, desktop or a tripod.

Note: this product does not contain tripod. Please purchase if necessary.

2. Connect the Webcam
Connect the camera to the computer via the USB interface.
Tip: When using a desktop, it is better to connect the webcam to the USB interface on the back of the computer to avoid extra cables being in view.

For Placement on the Display:
Open the webcam clip, and follow the steps and methods show in the figure to place the webcam on top of the display, please make sure the clip is firmly mounted.

Note: this product does not contain tripod. Please purchase if necessary.

4. When installation is finished, you can start using.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 1-866-883-5411 | sales@visiontek.com

This product has a one year warranty for mechanical defects or issues. Damage due to user error, misuse or dropping is not covered by warranty.

Notice
1. Do not use in overly hot, cold, dusty or humid environment.
2. Avoid touching the lens with hands, sharp or coarse material; use clean, soft cloth for cleaning.
3. Avoid dropping. Dropping webcam may cause damage, including scratches, to the lens, or cause the webcam to malfunction.

Warranty
This product has a one year warranty for mechanical defects or issues. Damage due to user error, misuse or dropping is not covered by warranty.

Specifications are subject to change without notice. Products may not be available in all markets. The VisionTek name and designs are registered trademarks of VisionTek Products LLC. All other registered and unregistered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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